ASA Meeting Minutes 9-4-03

Present: Katie, Phil, Kaliq, Matt, Sharon, Andy, Tyler, Jason
Absent: Jacob, Mike

1. Prometheus – Reapplying for Full Recognition
ASA concerned about longevity, and number of publications on campus. Prometheus already published 2 issues. Want recognition for account number, ability to poster, use ASA capabilities. Do not want to be a sponsored group.

Motion to recognize Prometheus (5:2:1)

2. Audit groups with membership problems (50/50 clause)
Motion to audit suspect groups with membership problems (7:0:1)
(KATIE)

3. Discussion of IFC Fraternities provisional recognition

4. Fall GBM - Thursday, September 18th
(KATIE) Contact schedules, make room recognitions
Topics: Bulletin Boards, Office Space, etc.

5. Retreat Reminder - Sunday, September 14th

6. Midway Feedback – Move performance space towards bleachers, enforce 1 table policy, introduce 1/2 table policy

7. Regular Meetings - Every other Thursday @ 5pm.

8. Open Floor

Rush Rules – Decide new policy by Fall GBM concerning slandering of groups. (KATIE - Call meeting with IFC and Counterpoint)

Bulletin Boards – KATIE contact bulletin board point person
Office Space Allocations, Poster Policy email to groups
Send Fines to groups - PHIL